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Coherent superposition of photon- and phonon-assisted tunneling in coupled quantum dots
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We report on electron transport through an artificial molecule formed by two tunnel coupled quantum dots,
which are laterally confined in a two-dimensional electron system of an AlxGa12xAs/GaAs heterostructure.
Coherent molecular states in the coupled dots are probed by photon-assisted tunneling~PAT!. Above 10 GHz,
we observe clear PAT as a result of the resonance between the microwave photons and the molecular states.
Below 8 GHz, a pronounced superposition of phonon- and photon-assisted tunneling is observed. Coherent
superposition of molecular states persists under excitation of acoustic phonons.
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An artificial molecule is defined by coupling two quantu
dots, leading to the formation of coherent electronic state
this molecule.1–7 As a controllable two-level system, doub
dots are proposed for realizing a single quantum bit in so
state systems.8 One of the obstacles for such an application
the considerable dephasing induced by the semicondu
host materials. The investigation of dissipation processe
these nanostructures is thus of great importance. Opera
such a double dot in the regime of weak coupling to
contacts (G l ,r→0) minimizes the dephasing of molecul
states via the electron-electron interaction and it is then p
sible to study the interaction between confined molecu
states and discrete phonon modes within the dots. Rece
Fujisawaet al.9 found that at low temperatures vacuum flu
tuations indeed result in pronounced transitions between
ergetically well-separated quantum states, generating disc
phonon modes. A theoretical treatment of this effect was t
given by Brandes and Kramer.10 However, the limitation of
this experiment is that it can only be applied at large bias
which coherent molecular states can not be probed.

Here, we present transport measurements on a double
molecule coupled to both microwave photonsand acoustic
phonons. An external microwave source generates pho
and piezoelectrically induces coherent acoustic phonon
phonon cavities formed by the Schottky gates. At near-z
bias, the formation of molecular states is revealed thro
single- and double-photon assisted tunneling~PAT!. In addi-
tion, the combination of PAT with acoustic phonon-assis
tunneling is observed. We verify the persistence of cohe
molecular states under phonon excitation.

As shown in Fig. 1, five pairs of Schottky gates are d
fined by electron-beam lithography and evaporation of g
on the surface of an AlxGa12xAs/GaAs heterostructure. B
applying proper negative voltages to these gates two qu
tum dots are formed in the two-dimensional electron sys
~2DES! located 90 nm below the surface. The left and rig
tunnel barriers determine the tunnel coupling of the dou
dot to the drain and source contact, respectively. The c
pling conductance (Gc) between the dots is controlled by th
central gate voltage (Vt) ~see Fig. 1!. At 4.2 K the carrier
density of the 2DES is 1.731015 m22 and the electron mo
bility is 80 m2/Vs, yielding a mean free path of around 5mm
which is almost one order of magnitude larger than the d
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effective diameters~;0.6mm!. The 2DES is cooled to a bat
temperature of 140 mK in a3He/4He dilution refrigerator. To
couple microwave radiation to the quantum dots, we us
Hertzian wire-loop antenna about 1 cm above the do
which is fed with an HP83711A microwave generator.11

The double dot is weakly coupled to the drain and sou
contacts, i.e., the tunneling rates of the outer left and ri
tunnel barriers are fixed aroundG l'G r;100 MHz (hG l ,
hG r!kBT, De* , see below for the excited-state energyDe* !.
In the measurements, the drain-source biasVds is fixed at
around 210 mV!De* /e. When Vds,0 electrons tunnel
through the double dot from drain to source. For charac
ization, charging diagrams are recorded by measuring
drain-source current while altering the left (Vgl) and right
(Vgr) plunger gate voltages. We find the effective ener
calibration factorsa l /r of 631022 for both the left and
right gate voltages and the addition energies are 351meV
and 232meV for the left and right dot, respectively.12 Both
dots show excited states atDe*'120 meV. In Fig. 2~a! the
charging diagram of the coupled dot is plotted in a line
grayscale representation in the weak coupling regime (Gc
'0.08e2/h). In linear transport, only two ground states pa

FIG. 1. Scanning electron microscope graph of this double d
The dashed lines schematically show the edge of 2DEG. T
tunnel-coupled quantum dots are formed.
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ticipate, e.g., the ground stateEl in the left dot andEr in the
right dot, as schematically shown in Fig. 2~b!.13 The detun-
ing between the two ground states isElr 52(El2Er). The
finite tunnel couplingt between these two states induces
bonding (E2) and an antibonding (E1) molecular state, as
shown in Fig. 2~b!. The energetic offset between these sta
is E12E25AElr

2 14t2.5,6 For weak tunnel coupling and
nonzero detuning (ElÞEr) it follows that a bonding electron
is localized in one of the dots@as shown in Fig. 2~b!#. At zero
detuning (El5Er), the bonding electron tunnels back an
forth between the dots at a Rabi frequency ofVR52t/h. The
discrete conductance peaks in Fig. 2~a! are main peaks~M!
resulting from resonant tunneling through the molecu
states withElr 50.

Within the diamond-shaped regions@Fig. 2~a!# enclosed
by dashed lines Coulomb blockade prevails and the num
of electrons in the dots is well defined, corresponding to
charge configuration (Nl ,Nr). In the direction marked by
arrowA in Fig. 2~a!, the detuningElr is kept constant, while
the average of the ground-state energiesĒ5(El1Er)/2 is
increased relative to the chemical potentials (md ,ms) of the
contacts. In direction ofB, Ē is fixed butElr is varied. We
find that the broadening in both directions is dominated
the temperature but not the intrinsic lifetime of the quant
levels: A signature of weak coupling to the contacts. T
electron temperature in the contacts (Te'170 mK) is ob-
tained simply by measuring the full width at half maximu
~FWHM! of the conductance peak of a single quantu
dot.14–16 In direction of B, the FWHM of about 70meV is

FIG. 2. ~a! Charging diagram of drain-source current und
weak tunnel coupling (Gc'0.08e2/h) ~linear scale, white:I ds

'0 pA, black:I ds>24 pA). The charge configuration in the do
is denoted with (Nl ,Nr). ~b! The level diagram illustrates the reso
nant tunneling through the bonding molecular state.~c! A single
trace extracted from~a! at a constant voltage (Vgr) marked by a
vertical dashed line.~d! Temperature dependence of the peak asy
metry: At bath temperatures of 276, 320, 468, 564, and 634 mK
the curves from bottom to top, respectively.
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lower than that in direction ofA ~;100 meV!.17 The level
diagram shown in Fig. 2~b! takes into account the tempera
ture broadening in the contacts.

The charging diagram shown in Fig. 2~a! exhibits electron
transport by thermally induced phonons. To clarify this,
typical single trace extracted from the diagram is shown
Fig. 2~c!. On the left side of the peak, whereEl.Er , the
data is well approximated by cosh22(Elr/2kBTe). This im-
plies that transport at the center of the peak is dominated
resonant tunneling through a molecular state withElr 50
@see the solid line in Fig. 2~c!#. However, on the right side
where El,Er , an additional contribution to the tunnelin
current is found, which has a maximum@see the dark region
in Fig. 2~c!# about 10 GHz away from the main peak. B
increasing the bath temperature, we find the position of
maximum to shift slightly to the right side, as shown in Fi
2~d!. We can exclude both electronic excitations from t
drain and source contacts (ueVdsu'10 meV,h•3 GHz) and
intrinsic excitations in the dots~De*'120 meV'h•30 GHz!
inducing this additional tunneling. Furthermore, tunneli
through the bonding or antibonding molecular state w
Elr Þ0 is strongly suppressed in this weak coupling regi
(E12E2>Elr ). Hence, we can attribute this additional of
resonant tunnel current to be induced by a background
acoustic phonons.

Application of microwave radiation allows us to perfor
spectroscopy on single quantum states by measuring th
rect photoresponse.4–6 Figure 3~a! shows a charging diagram
of the weakly coupled dot (Gc'0.08e2/h) under microwave
radiation at a frequency off 520 GHz. As seen in the righ
panel of Fig. 3~a!, in addition to the main resonant tunnelin
peak ~M! two side-peaks (P1 ,P2) appear. Tunneling at the
side-peaks is enabled by the resonance between the m

r

-
r

FIG. 3. Charging diagrams of the weakly coupled double
(Gc'0.08e2/h) under microwave radiation at~a! 20 GHz and~b! 3
GHz ~white: I ds'0 pA, black: I ds>24 pA). The corresponding
single traces extracted from the linear grayscale plot at a cons
Vgr ~marked by dashed lines in the charging diagrams! show the
details.
2-2
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wave photons and the energy difference between the mol
lar states:E12E25nh f>Elr , n51,2, . . . .Side-peaks P1
and P2 correspond to one-photon (n51) and two-photon
(n52) absorption processes, respectively. In the right pa
of Fig. 3~a!, the solid line is an approximation includin
three peaks according to cosh22

„(Elr 2nh f)/2kBTe…, with
n50 for the main peak~M! andn51,2 for P1 and P2. For
frequencies above 10 GHz this can be clearly seen in
4~a! where filled squares~open circles! denote the distance o
the P1 (P2) side-peaks.

Below 10 GHz, two side-peaks (S1 ,S2) are resolved from
the charging diagrams. In Fig. 3~b!, the charging diagram a
3 GHz is shown. The single trace in the right panel is a
proximated by three cosh22(Elr /2kBTe)-shaped peaks. Th
peak S1 is masked between the main peak M and the si
peak S2. The existence of S1 is confirmed under microwave
radiation at 3, 4.5, and 5.9 GHz. For the detuning at si
peaks S1 and S2, we find the following relations:

Elr
S1'h~ f 1 f 0!, ~1!

Elr
S2'2h~ f 1 f 0!, ~2!

with a constant offset off 0'10 GHz, as shown in Fig. 4~a!.
The slopes of the traces correspond to absorption of one
two photons. The offset, however, indicates that transp
through the dots involves not only pure photon absorpt
processes, but also another absorption process ofh f0 or
2h f0.

FIG. 4. ~a! The detuning at side-peaks P1 , P2 , S1 and S2 versus
microwave frequency in the weak tunnel coupling regime (Gc

'0.08e2/h). f .10 GHz: Solid squares and open circles are
side-peaks P1 and P2, respectively.f ,8 GHz: Solid triangles and
solid circles stand for side-peaks S1 and S2, respectively. In the
hatched region~8–10 GHz!, the open diamonds correspond to sid
peaks S2. ~b! The coupling dependence of the detuning at si
peaks P1 and S2 at 3, 15, and 20 GHz. For 15 and 20 GHz, the so
lines correspond to Eq.~3!. For 3 GHz, the dashed line is from Eq
~4!, the dashed/dotted line is fitted with Eq.~5!, and the solid line is
based on Eq.~6!. ~c! At 8 GHz, the dashed curve is calculated fro
Eq. ~6!.
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We attribute this offset energy quanta in Eqs.~1! and ~2!
to acoustic phonons atf ph' f 0'10 GHz. As discussed
above, we observe thermally induced acoustic phonons
ready without microwave radiation, as shown in Fig. 2~c!
and 2~d!. Additionally, the Schottky gates on the heterostru
ture surface not only define the quantum dots, but also fo
phonon cavities since AlxGa12xAs/GaAs is a piezoelectric
material.9 Electrons in the quantum dots confined only 90 n
below the heterostructure surface thus mainly couple to lo
phonon modes within the cavities. Furthermore, the app
microwave field enhances via piezoelectrical coupling
interaction of electrons and phonons localized within t
cavities. Experimentally, strong photon side-peaks shifted
f ph'10 GHz are observed in the microwave frequen
range from 1 to 6 GHz. This phonon frequency is determin
by the size of the cavities. Assuming a sound velocity
about 4500 m/s in bulk GaAs crystals and a phonon f
quency of 10 GHz, we find a wavelength of 450 nm. Th
roughly agrees with the dots’ diameters as shown in Fig
Moreover, this piezoelectrical resonator formed by Schot
gates possesses a large bandwidth, due to the limited num
of gates in comparison to conventional interdigitated tra
ducers.18 Hence, exciting this transducer off resonance w
also generate phonons at 10 GHz as verified experiment
Most importantly, confined phonons generated by the mic
wave field are naturally coherent with the microwave ph
tons. Finally, no significant heating by microwaves is o
served. Indeed, the much stronger side-peaks under radi
@see Fig. 3# compared to the weak shoulder without radiati
@see Fig. 2~c!# confirm that the confined phonon mode
f ph'10 GHz in the cavities is enhanced.

The central question now is to verify the coherent sup
position of molecular states by microwave photons under
excitation of acoustic phonons. For this purpose, charg
diagrams under radiation are measured upon increasing
tunnel coupling. From these diagrams, the coupling dep
dence of the detuning of two quantum states, at which
two molecular states are in resonance with microwave p
tons, are obtained. As shown in Fig. 4~b!, we find that at 15
and 20 GHz the detuning at side-peak P1 follows the well-
known relation

Elr 5A~h f !224t2, ~3!

where it is simply assumed thatt}Gc . Equation~3! is a
signature of a coherently coupled two-level system as s
ied before.4–6

Commonly, one expects no coherent superposition of
molecular states by single-photon resonance belowf
58 GHz, since the thermal fluctuations are comparable
the photon energy. Nevertheless, the coupling depende
obtained at 3 GHz turns out to be quite similar to those at
and 20 GHz: Due to the participation of both photons a
phonons the detuning at resonance is larger than with
phonons. Furthermore, the detuning at resonance decre
as the tunnel coupling is enhanced@see Fig. 4~b!#, behaving
like Eq. ~3!. Considering the dynamics of electron transp
at 3 GHz, the processes of phonon and photon absorp
between the dots can be coherent as well as sequential.
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first sequential process to be considered is the followi
Phonon absorption occurs within the single dots exciting
electron into an intermediate state, while photon absorp
couples the dots, i.e.,

Elr 5A~2h f !224t212h fph , ~4!

being depicted by the dashed curve in Fig. 4~b! for the side-
peaks S2,19 which is obviously not observed. The other s
quential process is given by the absorption of photons in
dots but the dots are coupled by phonon absorption.
corresponding coupling dependence follows

Elr 5A~2h fph!
224t212h f , ~5!

depicted by the dashed/dotted trace in Fig. 4~b!, which is in
reasonable agreement with the experimental data. On
other hand, assuming coherent photon and phonon gen
tion by the microwave source, an electron tunneling coh
ently between the dots can absorb both photons and phon
The coupling dependence is then written as

Elr 5A@2h f12h fph#
224t2, ~6!

illustrated by the solid curve forf 53 GHz in Fig. 4~b!.
Within the error bars also this process can be assumed.
coherent absorption of both two-phonons and two-phot
by an electron can be viewed as a two-quanta absorp
process, while the sequential absorption is a four-quanta
cess, which has an even smaller probability. The obser
strong side-peaks S1 and S2 at 3, 4.5, and 5.9 GHz imply the
coherent absorption of both microwave photons and acou
,
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phonons. This is supported by the fact that microwave p
tons are excited coherently with acoustic phonons via
Schottky gates. The superimposed molecular states in
double dot are not demolished by absorbing acou
phonons, which is in agreement with the theoretical pred
tion by Smirnovet al.20 Finally, the hatched area in Fig. 4~a!,
marks a transition region between 8 and 10 GHz. An incre
of the coupling at 8 GHz enhances the detuning at resona
@see Fig. 4~c!#, i.e., in this transition region no simple supe
position of photon and phonon modes exists.

To summarize we connect two quantum dots of medi
size and probe the coherent coupling of the discrete st
under near zero bias by using microwave spectroscopy.
applied radiation coherently excites photons and acou
phonons via the Schottky gates. Apart from conventio
photon-assisted tunneling observed above 10 GHz, we fin
coherent superposition of photon- and phonon-assisted
neling below 8 GHz. We conclude that molecular states
the double dot persist under the excitation of acous
phonons.
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